
Set by Chameleon 7

Across

1. Space out when sequencing pitch? (7)

5. State leaders of Virginia end service that seldom 

supplies funds (7)

9. Music fans’ secure storage facilities get opened 

up by the other side (7)

10. Ballsed up, we might joke, but seriously improved 

(7)

11. Fixing up TfL line is productive (9)

12. Digital text’s presumably not A Void (1-4)

13. Ultimate authority in, for example, dictator’s 

broadcast (3-2)

15. Slightly agitated Lioness welcomes American 

shoddiness (9)

17. Voyaged round chaotically, touring London 

landmark east of Japan (9)

19. Part of year that means everybody’s home (5)

22. New version of 9 by 9 (5)

23. Lass might pop slogan from the 90s (4,5)

25. A pair of Tories (one with no backing) find time to 

make something twisted (7)

26. Gold wizards folded back paper for Japanese 

artform (7)

27. Going after Oscar, far-out characters in Disney 

Studios employ a bunch of old legends (7)

28. Banks released tenner to lads wanting pound –

they must be at least 18 (7) 

Down

1. Plans for pictures which may be doctored (7)

2. Fruitless search for gold’s wasted most of 

Chameleon’s yen (7)

3. One fated to depart is writing haiku – the theme’s 

bittersweet endings (5)

4. Calmly regarding sweary written request for 

silence, student starts to laugh “YOLO!” (9)

5. Dream concept from Freud heals insides (5)

6. Speaking tube emerges from bottomless void 

with pawn piece, weirdly (5,4)

7. Seasonal staff swapped over sections of Polski

store at last (3,4)

8. Average setter and solver support regularly 

issued puzzles (7)

14. Rotten No. 10 covers up sign of error, boarding 

old bus (9)

16. Perhaps retune Don? It’s just a suggestion (9)

17. Ginger proponent of 23a audibly chose to ignore 

south-east city (7)

18. Traditionally, feminine article in French by and 

large omits first person (7)

20. What comes from not cooking the books? (3,4)

21. Ignoring judge, 17d sorted out society’s dramatic 

behaviour (7)

23. Admirably courageous, Stormy has upset “saint” 

(5)

24. Seabird finally soars out of jail (5)


